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a b s t r a c t
We consider edge critical graphs when playing cops and robber. Specifically, we look at
those graphs whose copnumbers change from one to twowhen any edge is added, deleted,
subdivided or contracted.We characterize all such sets, showing that they are empty, trees,
all 2-edge-connected graphs and empty, respectively.We also consider those graphswhich
change from copnumber two to one when any edge is added, and give a characterization
in the k-regular case.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The game of cops and robber is a vertex-pursuit game played on a reflexive graph, that is, a graph with a loop at every
vertex. There are two opposing sides, a set of k > 0 cops and a single robber. The cops begin the game by each choosing
a vertex to occupy, and then the robber chooses a vertex. The two sides move alternately, where a move is to slide along
an edge or along a loop. There is perfect information, and the cops win if any of the cops and the robber occupy the same
vertex at the same time, after a finite number of moves. A graph on which one cop is sufficient to win is said to be copwin
and, in general, a graph on which k cops are sufficient to win is k-copwin. The minimum number of cops that are sufficient
to win on a graph G is the copnumber of G, denoted c(G). The game has been considered on infinite graphs but, here, we only
consider finite graphs.
A copwin graph G can be recognized in polynomial time via a decomposition algorithm that relies only on knowledge of
the neighbours of the vertices of G. In fact, copwin graphs have been completely characterized in this way. We present this
structural characterization later in the Introduction. In [3], a vertex elimination order characterization of k-copwin graphs
is given, for all finite k. Instead of the elimination order being of the vertices of the given graph G as in the one cop case,
however, it is an ordering of the vertices of the (k + 1)-fold categorical product of G with itself. As a result, there remains
more to discover about the structure of graphs with copnumber k, k > 1. Our primary motivation for this paper comes from
attempting to better understand the structure of graphs with copnumber 2.
It is often the case that one or two vertices or edges of a graph play a crucial role in determining its copnumber. To see
this, consider a graph with a dominating vertex or cut edge. On the other hand, consider a cycle or a complete graph. Here,
all vertices and edges affect the copnumber equally. In this paper, we examine the situation where virtually all vertices or
edges of a graph play a role in determining its copnumber.
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In Section 2, we characterize those graphs whose copnumbers change from one to two via the deletion, addition, subdi-
vision or contraction of any edge. We also consider, in Section 3, those graphs which change from copnumber two to one
when any edge is added and give a characterization in the k-regular case.
The case of edge deletion has been considered in depth in [6], where some results are also given for the case of edge
contraction. Finally, we note that the set of graphs that change from copnumber two to one when any edge is subdivided is
empty.
We now introduce our notation and basic definitions. Recall that, for us, all graphs will be finite, connected and reflexive.
For a graph G, we let V (G) denote the set of vertices of G and E(G), the set of edges. For a, b ∈ V (G), we use a ∼ b to indicate
that a and b are adjacent (a 6= b) and a ' b if a is adjacent or equal to b. For x ∈ V (G), NG(x) = {y | y ∼ x} is the open
neighbourhood of x and NG[x] = NG(x) ∪ {x} is the closed neighbourhood. When it is clear to which graph Gwe are referring,
we will disregard the subscripts and write N(x) and N[x] for the open and closed neighbourhoods, respectively.
Amapping f : V (G)→ V (H) is a homomorphism if, for x, y ∈ V (G), f (x) ' f (y)whenever x ' y. A subgraphH of a graph
G is a retract of G if there is a homomorphism f : V (G)→ V (H) such that f (x) = x, for all x ∈ V (H). A vertex u of a graph G
is a corner if there exists a vertex v in G such that N[u] ⊆ N[v]; also we say that v dominates u.
A vertex ordering x1, x2, . . . , xn on G is a domination elimination ordering [1,2] if, for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n − 1}, there is
a ji > i such that Ni(xi) ⊆ Ni[xji ] in Gi = G − {x1, x2, . . . , xi−1}. If, in addition, for each i, xi ∼ xji , then this domination
elimination ordering is a copwin ordering [7]. A main result of [7,8] is that: a finite graph G is copwin if and only if G has a
copwin ordering. In [4], a strategy is presented that can be used by a single cop to win on a copwin graph.
Let x1, x2, . . . , xn be a copwin ordering of G. For j = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1, define fj : V (Gj)→ V (Gj+1) to be the retraction map
from Gj to Gj+1. If xk dominates xj in Gj, so that fj(xj) = xk, k > j, we write xj → xk. The corresponding copwin spanning tree,
introduced in [5] and denoted Sxn , is a spanning tree, rooted at xn, with the property that for vertices x, y ∈ V (G), xy ∈ E(Sxn)
if and only if fj(x) = y or fj(y) = x, for some j.
A critical graph is a graph G which has property P , but using the given operation (edge addition, deletion, contraction or
subdivision) on any edge (or non-edge) means that the new graph G′ no longer has property P but now has property Q .
Properties P and Q within this paper are that the graph always requires one cop or two cops to guarantee a win. Which is
property P and which is property Q varies depending on the section.
Given a graph G, the complement of G is the graph G with vertex set V (G) = V (G) and edge set E(G) = {xy|x, y ∈
V (G) and xy 6∈ E(G)}. Given graphsG andH with disjoint vertex sets, the join ofG andH is the graphG∨H obtained by adding
(to the union of G and H) all possible edges joining vertices in G and those in H . Given a graph Gwith edge xy, subdivision of
xy creates the graph G′ with vertex set V (G′) = V (G) ∪ {a} (where a 6∈ V (G)) and edge set E(G′) = E(G) − xy + xa + ay.
Contraction of the edge xy creates the graph G′′, where V (G′′) = V (G) \ {y} and E(G′′) is E(G) with xy deleted and all other
instances of y replaced by x.
2. From copnumber 1 to 2
In this section, we consider graphs which are initially copwin, but then require two cops after the operation as stated in
the subsection title. In the case of edge addition, we require that the copnumber increase for the addition of any non-edge
uv. Similarly, for edge deletion, we require that the copnumber increase for the deletion of any edge uv. For example, a tree
is initially copwin, but the deletion of any edge results in two trees, requiring two cops.
We begin with a lemma that will be useful in Section 2.3.
Lemma 1. Suppose G is a graph with an induced cycle of length at least four, where at least one vertex of the cycle has degree
two. Then G is not copwin.
Proof. Let G be a graph with induced four cycle (a, b, c, d), with deg(d) = 2. Consider a copwin ordering of G. First we note
that no vertex which is adjacent to c or to a can be retracted to a or to c , respectively, since ac 6∈ E(G). Similarly, neither
of a and c can be retracted to the other. We also note that neither a nor c can be retracted to some other vertex, since they
are both adjacent to d and N(d) \ {a, c} = ∅. Further d cannot be retracted to a or c since, as noted before, a 6∼ c. Finally,
b cannot be retracted to a or to c since b is adjacent to both, a 6∼ c and, although b could be retracted to some vertex other
that a or c , there must always be some b′ such that a ∼ b′ and b′ ∼ c but b′ 6∼ d. Thus, once the corners have been retracted
as indicated by the copwin ordering, we are left with an induced four cycle, implying that G cannot be copwin.
When the size of the induced cycle is greater than four, an analogous proof holds, with the exception that the size of the
induced cycle might possibly be reduced as the successive retraction of corners proceeds, bounded below by four. 
2.1. Edge deletion
Theorem 2. If G is copwin and the deletion of any edge results in a graph with copnumber two, then G is a tree.
Proof. Let G be a copwin graph which is critical with respect to the deletion of edges. Fix a particular copwin ordering of
G. Let v ∈ V (G) be the first vertex in this sequence and suppose v → w. If there exists an edge uv such that u 6= w (and
therefore u ∼ w), then the copwin ordering of G is also a copwin ordering of G − uv. This contradicts the criticality of G.
Thus, N(v) = w. The argument proceeds recursively. Therefore, at every stage of the retraction sequence, the corners are
leaves and, thus, G is a tree. 
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Fig. 1. A graph showing that a copwin graph of minimum degree two is not necessarily critical with regard to the subdivision of edges.
2.2. Edge addition
Theorem 3. The set of critical graphs with respect to adding edges and going from copnumber one to two is empty.
Proof. Suppose G is copwin, but c(G+ pq) = 2, for any edge pq.
Since G is copwin, there exists a copwin ordering v1, v2, . . . , vn with corresponding copwin spanning tree S rooted at
vn. To each vertex v ∈ S, assign a label d(v, vn), the distance from v to the root vn. Let vi 6∼ vj, i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, i < j,
be vertices such that d(vi, vn) + d(vj, vn) is minimum. Now vi 6= vn. Suppose vi → vk, k > i. Then vk ∼ vj. (Otherwise,
d(vi, vn)+ d(vj, vn)would not be minimum.) Let G′ = G+ vivj.
We shall show that v1, v2, . . . , vn is a valid retraction sequence for G′. Now v1, v2, . . . , vi−1 is a valid sequence of
retractions in G′ (since all vertices and edges are the same up until this point). In G, vi → vk, and therefore NG[vi] ⊆ NG[vk].
Now NG′ [vi] = NG[vi] ∪ {vj}. But vk ∼ vj, and therefore NG′ [vi] ⊆ NG′ [vk]. But then the remainder of the retraction sequence
vi, vi+1, . . . , vn is valid for G′ as well, meaning that v1, v2, . . . , vn is a copwin ordering of G′. This is a contradiction. 
2.3. Edge subdivision
We note that subdivision can increase the copnumber of a graph from one to two. For example, C3 is copwin, but
subdividing any edge gives C4 which requires two cops.
Lemma 4. If G is copwin and the subdivision of any edge creates a graphwith copnumber 2, thenG is connected and hasminimum
degree at least two.
Proof. If there is a vertex of degree one, then the subdivision of the edge incident with this vertex does not increase the
copnumber. 
Lemma 5. For every graph G which is copwin and has minimum degree at least two, there exists an edge whose subdivision
increases the copnumber.
Proof. Consider a corner v of G. Let e be the edge joining v and its dominating vertex. Since v has degree at least 2, the
subdivision of e will result in an induced four cycle with at least one vertex of degree two. By Lemma 1, the new graph is
not copwin. 
This lemma might lead us to conjecture that if G is copwin and has minimum degree at least two, then the subdivision of
any edge yields a graph with copnumber two. This, however, is false. Consider the graph shown in Fig. 1. The graph is clearly
copwin and, when the middle edge is subdivided, the resulting graph remains copwin.
If we insist that only edges in cycles may be subdivided, then we obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 6. If G is copwin, then the subdivision of any edge in a cycle yields a graph with copnumber two.
Proof. Lemma 1 shows that two cops are necessary in the graph that results from subdividing an edge in a cycle of G. It
remains to be shown that two cops are sufficient. Let uv be the edge that was subdivided, and let x be the new vertex. Note
that if one cop remains on x, then the robber is restricted to moving on a subset of his movement sequences on G.
One cop begins the game on x. The second cop begins the game as if playing on G, and essentially follows his winning
strategy on Gwhile the first cop remains stationary on x. The potential problem that may arise is that a move from u to v on
Gwill take two moves on the new graph. Assume without loss of generality that the second cop is on u and wishes to move
to v. He instead moves to x and the first cop, currently on x, moves to v during the same turn. Thus, the cops can maintain
the winning strategy from G, and (in essence) move from u to v in one turn. 
Lemma 7. If G is copwin, then the subdivision of any edge which is contained in no cycle yields a copwin graph.
Proof. Let xy be an edge not contained in a cycle of G. In any copwin ordering of G, one of x and y is retracted to the other.
Assume x→ y. Since x→ y and x is not in a cycle, then xmust be a leaf at this point in the sequence of retractions. If xy is
subdivided into the edges xz and yz then, instead of retracting x to y in the copwin ordering, we instead retract x to z and z
to y. Since this yields a valid retraction sequence, our new graph is copwin. 
Theorem 8. A graph G is copwin such that the subdivision of any edge increases the copnumber by 1 if and only if G is 2-edge-
connected.
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Fig. 2. A picture representing Definition 1.
Proof. If G is 2-edge-connected, then every edge is contained in some cycle, and the result follows from Lemma 6. If G is
only 1-edge-connected, then there is some edgewhose deletion disconnects the graph. Hence that edge is not in a cycle and,
by Lemma 7, there is a subdivision resulting in a copwin graph. 
2.4. Edge contraction
Theorem 9. The set of graphs which are copwin such that the contraction of any edge yields a graph with copnumber two is
empty.
Proof. Let G be a copwin graph. Consider a copwin ordering v1, v2, . . . , vn of G. Suppose v1 is retracted to vi, for some
i = 2, 3, . . . , n, and let G′ be the graph obtained by contracting the edge v1vi. But then the first retraction in G results in a
graph which is isomorphic to G′ (except for multiple edges). Hence v2, v3, . . . , vn is a copwin ordering of G′, and thus G′ is
copwin. 
3. From copnumber 2 to 1
In this section, we consider graphs which initially require two cops, but then are copwin after the addition of any edge.
LetD be the set of all graphs G such that c(G) = 2 but, for all edges e 6∈ E(G), c(G+ e) = 1. The first lemma tells us that all
non-trivial graphs inD are connected.
Lemma 10. If G is inD , then either G is two disjoint complete graphs or G is connected.
Proof. Suppose that G has at least two components, S and T . Let s ∈ S and t ∈ T . If an edge can be added within S, then
we are left with a disconnected graph, which is not copwin, a contradiction. Therefore every component of G is a complete
graph.
If there is a third component, then there is no edge that can be added that will result in a connected graph. Therefore, G
is comprised solely of S and T , where S and T are complete graphs. 
Lemma 11. Let G ∈ D . If u is a corner of G then, for every vertex v ∈ V (G) that dominates u, N[u] = N[v].
Proof. Suppose that u is a corner of G. Then there exists some vertex v that dominates u. Suppose that N[u] 6= N[v]. Then
there is some vertex q such that q ∼ v but q 6∼ u. Consider the graph G+ qu. Since G ∈ D , G+ qu has a retraction sequence
ending in a single vertex, but G does not. Now, in G+ qu, u remains a corner and so we may still retract it to v. This results
in a graph isomorphic to the graph Gwith u retracted to v. And so G− u has a retraction sequence ending in a single vertex,
a contradiction. 
By the above lemma, the only corners of graphs in this class are simply adjacent duplicated vertices. Since we are inter-
ested in structural characterizations, and duplicated vertices add nothing to the structure, from this point forward we will
only consider graphs which are connected with no corners.
Lemma 12. Let G ∈ D . For every pair of non-adjacent vertices u, v ∈ V (G), G+ uv has a corner x dominated by either u or v.
(Note that x may equal v or u, respectively.) Furthermore x ∈ (N(u) ∩ N(v)) ∪ {u, v}.
Proof. Suppose x is dominated by y in G′ = G+ uv. Then NG′ [x] ⊆ NG′ [y]. If y is neither u nor v then NG′ [y] = NG[y]. Hence,
NG[x] ⊆ NG′ [x] ⊆ NG[y]which implies that x is a corner in Gwhich is a contradiction. Hence either y = u or y = v.
Now suppose x 6∈ {u, v}. If x is dominated by u in G′, but not in G, then x is adjacent to u and x is adjacent to v. Similarly
the results follow if x is dominated by v. 
Definition 1. Let G ∈ D . Choose an arbitrary non-edge ab. Let B = N(a)∩ N(b), A = N(a) \ B, C = N(b) \ B and let D be all
remaining vertices in G. (See Fig. 2.)
The following two lemmas refer to the labellings given in Definition 1.
Lemma 13. Let G ∈ D . If, in G+ ab, the first retraction in a copwin ordering is a→ b, then A = ∅.
Proof. If q ∈ A, then q ∼ a and q 6∼ b by definition of A. But then N[a] 6⊂ N[b] and the proposed retraction is illegal. 
Lemma 14. Let G ∈ D . Then B 6= ∅ and thus diam (G) = 2.
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Proof. Assume B = ∅ and consider G+ ab. Since G+ ab is copwin, it has a copwin ordering. Since G has no corners, the first
retraction must involve the edge ab. If a→ b, then A = ∅meaning that awas an isolated vertex, a contradiction. Similarly,
b cannot be retracted to a. The vertex a cannot be retracted to a vertex in A, since none of the vertices in A are adjacent to
b and, if a vertex of A is retracted to a, then the edge ab is not required, and the original graph had a corner. Similarly for b
and the set B. There can be no retractions between a and B and similarly between b and A since they are non-adjacent. Thus
there are no retractions in the copwin ordering that require the edge ab. This implies that G is copwin, a contradiction. Thus,
B 6= ∅.
Thus, every two non-adjacent vertices have a common neighbour, and the largest distance between any two vertices is
two. 
Theorem 15. Let G ∈ D and let G 6= K2. The G contains a copy of C4 as an induced subgraph.
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that G ∈ D and that G is a minimal example that has no C4 as an induced subgraph.
As above, we assume that G has no corners (since G is minimal, and corners are duplicated vertices). Let a and b be as defined
in Definition 1. If there exist two vertices in B which are non-adjacent, say r and s, then (a, r, b, s) is an induced four cycle.
Therefore, Bmust be a complete graph Km.
Consider adding the edge ab to G. Thus G+ ab is copwin and there is some corner that can be retracted. Suppose a→ b.
This implies that A is empty. But then a could have been retracted to B (since G is connected and B is complete) and awould
have been a corner in G, a contradiction. Similarly, we cannot have b → a. If either a or b can be retracted to a different
vertex, then it could have been retracted before the addition of the edge ab, implying G had a corner, a contradiction.
Thus, theremust be some vertex c ∈ B such that c → a or c → b (since if c ∈ A or c ∈ C , then c could have been retracted
in G). The above arguments, however, still hold after this retraction (that is, a cannot be retracted to b and similarly for the
other case). So, until there are no vertices remaining in B, every retractionwill involve one of the vertices in B being retracted
to a or b. In particular, this implies that no vertices of B are adjacent to any vertices of D.
Now what is the next retraction? We still cannot retract a to b or b to a (since that would imply either A or C is empty,
a contradiction as shown above). If a vertex in A were retracted to a, then it was not adjacent to anything in either C or D,
but then it could have been retracted before the addition of the edge ab, implying it was a corner in the original graph, a
contradiction. Similarly, we cannot retract any vertex in C to b. If a vertex in D could be retracted anywhere, then it could
have been retracted in the original graph (specifically because there were no edges between B and D), a contradiction. Thus,
we must either have that a is retracted down to A or b is retracted to C . This would imply there is some edge from A to b, or
from C to a, both of which are contradictions.
Therefore, there are no further retractions to be made. Since we know that A and C must be non-empty, this contradicts
the fact that the graph G + ab can be retracted down to a single vertex. Therefore, our original assumption that G had no
induced C4 must have been false. Therefore, every G ∈ D must have an induced C4. 
Let 〈N(v)〉 be the graph induced by the neighbours of v (excluding v).
Lemma 16. Consider any graph G ∈ D . If G 6∼= C4 then, for every vertex v ∈ V (G), 〈N(v)〉 is connected.
Proof. Suppose G ∈ D , but there is some vertex v ∈ V (G) such that 〈N(v)〉 is not connected. First consider the case where
it is possible to add an edge that does not connect the components in 〈N(v)〉 and that does not have v as one of its endpoints.
Let e represent such an edge. Since G ∈ D , G + e is a copwin graph. For what remains, when we talk of an ordering on the
vertices of G, we will use the order from a retraction sequence on G + e. For any vertex in the order, we refer to the graph
obtained by removing all previous vertices from G+ e as the subgraph corresponding to that vertex in the sequence.
We now prove the claim that for any a and b in different components of 〈N(v)〉, NG+e(a) ∩ NG+e(b) = {v}. Suppose this
is not the case. Let G′ be the last in the series of subgraphs corresponding to the ordering that has two vertices x and y in
different components of 〈N(v)〉 and at least one of their common neighbours that is distinct from v. In the ordering, either x
or ymust appear before v. Otherwise, v is dominated by a vertex in NG+e(v) = NG(v) that is adjacent to both x and y, which
is impossible. Without loss of generality assume that x is the first of x and y to appear in the ordering. Let G′′ be the graph
obtained by eliminating all vertices in the ordering up to, but not including, x. It must be the case that (NG′′(x)∩NG′′(y))−{v}
is not empty. Otherwise, we can consider the last vertex,w, from (NG′(x)∩NG′(y))−{v} to appear in the retraction sequence.
When it is chosen as a corner, we have vertices v, x, y and w still present. Note that w 6∼ v. Hence w must be dominated
by a vertex other than v that is adjacent to both x and y. Let w → q. If q ∼ v, then x and y are in the same component
of 〈N(v)〉, a contradiction. Otherwise, if q 6∼ v, then w is not the last vertex from (NG′(x) ∩ NG′(y)) − {v} to appear, again
a contradiction. So, G′′ contains v, x, y and at least one vertex from (NG′(x) ∩ NG′(y)) − {v}. Then x must be dominated by
some vertex z in N(v). This dominating vertex z is adjacent to all vertices from the non-empty set (NG′′(x) ∩ NG′′(y))− {v}.
Let H ′ be the graph obtained by deleting x from G′′. Now we have vertices z, y ∈ NH ′(v) such that z and y are in different
components of 〈NH ′(v)〉 and have at least one common neighbour other than v. This contradicts the fact that G′ was the last
subgraph with this property. Hence, the claim is proved.
Therefore, in G+e, no two vertices in different components of 〈NG(v)〉 share a common neighbour other than v. Now, we
considered the addition of any edge e that did not join two components of 〈N(v)〉 and did not have v as an endpoint. Hence,
the addition of such an edge e does not create a new common neighbour between two vertices in different components of
〈N(v)〉. (We note that v was already a common neighbour before the addition of e.) It follows that no vertex x in N(v) has
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a neighbour outside of N[v]. Otherwise we could choose e such that e joins a vertex in N(x) − N[v] with a vertex in N(v)
that is in a different component of 〈N(v)〉 than x, thereby creating a new common neighbour between these two vertices, a
contradiction. Therefore, N[v] = V (G) and v dominates all vertices in G. This is a contradiction.
Therefore, our assumption thatwe could choose an edge that did not connect components of 〈N(v)〉 and that did not have
v as an endpoint was false. Hence, in G, the components of 〈N(v)〉 are complete graphs, the induced subgraph 〈V (G)−N[v]〉
is a complete graph and every vertex in N(v) is adjacent to every vertex in V (G) − N[v]. Hence, V (G) − N[v] consists of a
single vertex; otherwise we have two adjacent vertices in V (G)−N[v] that have the same neighbours in G. This contradicts
the fact that there are no corners in G. Similarly, every component in 〈N(v)〉 consists of a single vertex. Hence, G ≡ K2,m
where N(v) is the partite set of sizem. Since G has no corners,m ≥ 2.
Suppose we add an edge between any two vertices s and t in the partite set of size m. This graph is copwin. We see
that s and t have the same neighbourhoods, so we can remove s as the first corner and the remaining graph is a complete
bipartite copwin graph. The only bipartite graph that is copwin, however, has a vertex of degree one. Hence, m = 2. This
gives G ∼= K2,m ∼= C4. 
Corollary 17. If G ∈ D and δ(G) = 2, then G ∼= C4.
Proof. IfG 6∼= C4 then any vertex v has the property that 〈N(v)〉 is connected. If deg(v) = 2, however, and the twoneighbours
of v are joined by an edge, then v is a corner, dominated by either of its neighbours. This is a contradiction. 
Corollary 18. If G ∈ D and G 6∼= C4, then δ(G) ≥ 4.
Proof. Suppose G 6∼= C4. Then δ(G) ≥ 3. Suppose δ(G) = 3. Then for v such that deg(v) = 3, 〈N(v)〉 is connected. Hence,
〈N(v)〉 has at least two edges. This means there is a vertex s ∈ N(v) that is adjacent to the other two vertices in N(v).
Therefore, v is a corner in G, dominated by v. This is a contradiction. Hence δ(G) ≥ 4. 
3.1. Graph construction
The following lemma allows us to construct new graphs for our set from old graphs in our set.
Lemma 19. If G = H ∨ I then G ∈ D if and only if the graphs H and I are both inD .
Proof. Let G = H ∨ I ∈ D . Note that for any pair of non-adjacent vertices u, v ∈ V (G), either u, v ∈ V (H) or u, v ∈ V (I).
(⇒) First, we assume that G ∈ D . Hence, G has no corners. It follows that neither graph H nor I has a corner. Otherwise
NH [u] ⊆ NH [v], for example, implies that NG[u] ⊆ NG[v] since NG[x] = NH [x] ∪ V (I), for any x ∈ V (H).
Since G has no corners, it is not complete. Hence, there is a pair of non-adjacent vertices u, v ∈ V (G) and, for any such
pair, G+ uv is copwin. Furthermore, G+ uv has a corner x that is dominated by either u or v.
Without loss of generality, assume that u, v ∈ V (H). If x ∈ V (H), then it is straightforward to see that x is also a corner
in H+uv since u, v and x are each adjacent to all vertices in V (I). So let us assume that x ∈ V (I). Without loss of generality,
assume that x is dominated by v. Then NG[x] − {u} ⊆ NG[v]. Since V (H) ⊆ N(x), we have V (H)− {u} ⊆ N[v]. Since v also
adjacent to every vertex in V (I), we have that V (G)− {u} ⊆ NG[v]. Hence u is also a corner in G+ uv dominated by v. We
conclude that G+ uv has a corner in V (H) and therefore H + uv has a corner.
Suppose we consider a copwin retraction sequence on the copwin graph G + uv, where u, v ∈ V (H). We have shown
that the first vertex in the sequence can be chosen from V (H). Suppose the retraction sequence is done in such a way that a
vertex from V (H) is chosen whenever possible. Suppose G′ is the graph corresponding to the sequence from which the first
vertex from V (I)must be chosen; that is, G′ has no corner in V (H) and V (I) ⊆ V (G′).
We claim that every vertex in V (G) − V (G′) was dominated by another vertex in V (H). Suppose this is not the case.
Suppose x ∈ V (H)was chosen as a corner in graph G′′, where G′′ precedes G′ in the ordering, but it was only dominated by
y ∈ V (I). Then NG′′ [x] ⊆ NG′′ [y]. Note that V (I) ⊆ NG(x) and V (H) ⊆ NG(y). Since V (I) ⊆ V (G′′), then V (I) ⊆ NG′′ [x] ⊆
NG′′ [y]. Since the edge added to G was between two vertices in H , we conclude that V (G) = V (H) ∪ V (I) ⊆ NG[y]. This
contradicts the fact that the original graph G had no corners.
We also claim that in G′ only a single vertex remains from V (H). Suppose this is not the case. Suppose that there are at
least two vertices from V (H) in G′. Let x be a corner in G′. Then x ∈ V (I). If x is dominated by a vertex y and y ∈ V (I), then
we have a contradiction in that NG[x] ⊆ NG[y]. Hence x is dominated by some y ∈ V (H). Since V (H) ∩ V (G′) ⊆ NG′ [x], it
follows that V (H) ∩ V (G′) ⊆ NG′ [y]. Hence, any other vertex in V (H) ∩ V (G′) is also dominated by y and can be chosen as
the next corner. This is a contradiction.
Hence, the elimination scheme onG+uv can be done in such away that corners can be chosen from V (H) and dominated
by another vertex in V (H) until only a single vertex from V (H) remains. This corresponds to a retraction sequence in H+uv
which gives us that H + uv is copwin.
Note that since H + uv has a corner but H does not, there exists some vertex q which is adjacent to both u and v. We
now show that H has copnumber 2. Since H + uv is copwin, a single cop has a winning strategy on H + uv. We modify this
strategy so that it can be used by two cops to win on H . Cop 1 plays on vertex q while Cop 2 plays the same strategy as if
he was the only cop playing on H + uv. Now if this strategy ever calls for Cop 2 to use the edge uv, say starting from u and
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Fig. 3. A progression from H2 to C4 by deletion of the dominating vertex and then corners.
moving to v, then Cop 2 moves from u to q and Cop 1 simultaneously moves from q to v. Now Cop 2 remains on q while
Cop 1 takes over playing the winning strategy on H + uv. Each time the strategy on H + uv calls for use of the edge uv, we
have a cop located on q and hence can always make the ‘‘handoff’’. This strategy is guaranteed to capture the robber since,
from the cops’ perspective, they are following the winning strategy on H + uv, a copwin graph, and the robber is restricted
to H . Thus, H is inD .
Since neither H nor I have corners, neither is complete. Hence, G also has non-adjacent pairs u, v such that u, v ∈ V (I).
So, by the same argument, I is also inD .
(⇐) Now suppose we have two graphs H and I in D . Then neither H nor I has a corner. If G were to have a corner,
NG[x] ⊆ NG[y] for some pair x, y ∈ V (G). There are two basic cases to consider: first, x, y ∈ V (H) and, second, x ∈ V (H),
y ∈ V (I). In the first case, it is straightforward to see that x is a corner dominated by y in H which is a contradiction. In the
second case, V (I) ⊆ NG[x] implies V (I) ⊆ NG[y]. Hence, V (I) ⊆ NI [y] and every vertex in I is a corner dominated by y. This
is a contradiction. Since G = H ∨ I , G has domination number 2 (any vertex in H and any vertex in I). However G has no
corners and, therefore, G has copnumber 2.
Now, let u and v be any two non-adjacent vertices in G. Recall that these vertices are both in H or both in I . Assume the
former. Since any retraction sequence in H + uv is also a retraction sequence in G + uv, we can eliminate vertices from
G + uv to a graph G′ such that V (G′) = {x} ∪ V (I), where x ∈ V (H). Since x is adjacent to every vertex in I , the remaining
graph is copwin. Hence, G+ uv is copwin. 
If a graph G is the join of two graphs, then the complement of G, G, is not connected. Hence, in finding D graphs, we
concentrate on those graphs whose complements are connected.
Ideally, we would like to discover all possible construction techniques and all possible seed graphs as a means of char-
acterizing all graphs from this set.
Any minimal graphs in D cannot have any corners or dominating vertices. Let Hn be the strong product of n paths of
length 2. Consider H2 shown in Fig. 3. When we delete the central dominating vertex as well as the corners, we are left with
C4. Similarly, when we consider H3, delete the central dominating vertex and then recursively delete all corners, we are left
with six vertices which form a K6 minus a 1-factor.
This leads to the following question: Is it true that if G ∈ D then, for some n, G can be realized from Hn by deleting
dominating vertices and then recursively deleting corners?
3.2. k-regular
In this section, we characterize those graphs of D which are k-regular. Due to Lemma 19, we restrict ourselves to the
case where G is connected.
Theorem 20. G ∈ D and G is k-regular if and only if either G is (n− 2)-regular (a complete graph minus a 1-factor) or G is Cn,
for n = 3r + 1, r ≥ 2.
Theorem 20 will be proven at the end of the section. The following definition will be useful.
Definition 2. Let G be a k-regular graph. Two vertices u and v of G are a good neighbour pair if |N[u] ∩ N[v]| = k. A vertex
is a good neighbour if it is in some good neighbour pair.
If a and b are a good neighbour pair, then either a 6∼ b and N(a) = N(b), or a ∼ b and there is exactly one vertex adjacent
to a but not adjacent to b and vice versa. Good neighbour pairs arise in a natural way in our graphs. Given a, b ∈ V (G)with
a 6∼ b, consider G + ab. Since G + ab is copwin, there must exist a corner. The two vertices involved in this first retraction
form a good neighbour pair. Thus we can expect there to be numerous good neighbour pairs in our graphs. In particular, for
each pair of non-adjacent vertices, at least one of the two must be in a good neighbour pair (Fig. 4).
Note that, in general, a single vertex can be inmany good neighbour pairs. For example, consider K2nminus a 1-factor. For
each vertex v, there is a unique vertexw such that v 6∼ w, and v andw form a good neighbour pair. However, v also forms
a good neighbour pair with every other vertex in the graph since, for all a and b such that a ∼ b, there is exactly one vertex
to which a is adjacent but b is not, and vice versa. Hence, in a K2n minus a 1-factor, all pairs of vertices are good neighbour
pairs.
Lemma 21. If G ∈ D and G is k-regular, then there exist vertices a and b such that a 6∼ b, but each of a and b are in some good
neighbour pair.
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Fig. 4. The two types of good neighbour pairs.
Before the proof, it should be noted that the lemma does not state that {a, b} is a good neighbour pair, but simply that
each of a and b is in some good neighbour pair. It is possible, however, that they do in fact form a good neighbour pair. Note
also that, in the proof, N[v] and N(v) always refer to the neighbourhoods in the original graph G.
Proof. Let X be the set of all vertices that are good neighbours (that is, for all x ∈ X , there exists y ∈ V (G) such that x and y
form a good neighbour pair), and let Y be the set of all vertices that are not in some good neighbour pair.
Suppose X induces a complete graph. If there are two non-adjacent vertices in Y , say r and s, then in the graphG+rs there
must be a retraction involving either r or s. Thus one of r and smust be a good neighbour, contradicting its membership in
the set Y . Thus Y induces a complete graph, as well.
Since G is not complete, we may choose some x ∈ X and y ∈ Y such that x 6∼ y. Then G+ xy is copwin and, by Lemma 12,
either x or y dominates some corner. Since y is not a good neighbour, xmust be the vertex in question. Hence, there is some
vertex p 6= x such that N[p] ⊆ N[x] ∪ {y}. It follows that {p, x} is a good neighbour pair and, therefore, p ∈ X . Note that p
is not necessarily unique. Let P ⊆ X − {x} be the set of all such vertices. Since each p ∈ P is not a corner in G, p ∼ y and
|N[p]∩N[x]| = k. Furthermore, each vertex in P is non-adjacent to a unique vertex inN(x)∩Y . Otherwise, for some p, q ∈ P
such that p 6= q, N[p] = N[q], which contradicts the fact that G has no corners.
Now, let G′ be the graph obtained from G+xy after each vertex in P is, in turn, retracted to x (so that G′ = G+xy−P). The
graph G′ is also copwin and clearly has more than one vertex. It therefore has a corner. Call this corner u and its dominating
vertex v. Since uwas not a corner in either G or G+xy, there is some p ∈ P such that p ∈ N[u], but p 6∈ N[v]. Hence, u ∈ N[p]
and u ∈ N[x] ∪ {y}. It follows that u ∼ x in G′. Hence, v ∼ x in G′ and v ∈ N[x] ∪ {y}. Since v 6∼ p, it follows that v ∈ Y −{y}.
Since each vertex in P is non-adjacent to a unique vertex in N(x) ∩ Y , p is the only vertex in P not adjacent to v. Therefore,
N[u] ⊆ N[v] ∪ {p}which means {u, v} is a good neighbour pair in G. This contradicts v’s membership in Y .
ThusX does not induce a complete graph, and there are twonon-adjacent verticeswhich are both in somegoodneighbour
pair. 
Lemma 22. If G is (n− 2)-regular, then G ∈ D .
Proof. We know that G is not copwin since the robber can always play on the one vertex not adjacent to the cop’s position
(and the domination number is two). Since the addition of any edge creates a vertex adjacent to all other vertices, the
resulting graph is copwin. 
Theorem 23. If G ∈ D , G is k-regular and G has good neighbour pair {a, b} such that a 6∼ b, then G is a K2n minus a 1-factor.
Proof. Let G ∈ D (and recall the notation introduced in Definition 1). Let a and b be two non-adjacent vertices which form
a good neighbour pair (as in Definition 2). Since they are non-adjacent of degree k and have k common neighbours, A and C
are empty.
Suppose there is a vertex w ∈ D. Consider the graph G + wb. We cannot retract a vertex from B to b since the vertices
of B are adjacent to a and b is not. Similarly, no vertex from B can be retracted to w. No vertex can be retracted within B, as
this would have been true in G and G has no corners. Neither of the vertices b andw can be retracted to B or to D \ {w} since
b and w are currently the only vertices of degree k+ 1. Thus the only retraction must be w → b (or equivalently b→ w).
Therefore NG(b) = NG(w) = B.
But now there are no valid retractions. No vertex of B can be retracted to b because all of the vertices of B are adjacent to
a. No vertex of B can be retracted to another vertex of B, since this could have occurred in G and G has no corners. Similarly,
no vertex of D can be retracted to another vertex of D. No vertex of B can be retracted to D because of a. The vertex b is of
degree k and the vertices of B are of degree k− 1, and so b cannot be retracted down to a vertex in B. The vertex a cannot be
retracted to B, since a has degree k and vertices in B have degree k−1. Similarly, no vertex of D can be retracted to B. Finally,
no vertex of B can be retracted to a because of b.
Therefore, there can be no vertices in D. Thus the entire graph is composed of a, b and the set B. So there are k+2 vertices
in our graph, and our graph is k-regular. Thus G is K2n minus a 1-factor. 
Consider a graph that is (n−3)-regular. Then G is a complete graphminus a 2-factor. Since we are only considering those
D graphs in which G is connected, G is the complement of a cycle on at least five vertices.
Lemma 24. Cn ∈ D if and only if n = 3r + 1, for some r ≥ 2.
Proof. Let V (Cn) = {v0, v1, . . . , vn−1}where vi is adjacent to vj for all j = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1 except j = i± 1 mod n.
First we see that Cn has no corners when n ≥ 5. Suppose this were not the case. Without loss of generality, assume v0 is
a corner. Then it is dominated by some vj, where 2 ≤ j ≤ n− 2. However, vj is not adjacent to both vj−1 and vj+1 while v0
is adjacent to at least one of these. This is a contradiction.
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Consider a graphG′ obtained by adding an edge toCn. SinceCn is edge transitive,wemay assumewithout loss of generality
that G′ = Cn+v0v1. Let t be the positive integer such that 6t−1 ≤ n ≤ 6t+4. Our immediate goal is to show that there is a
partial retraction sequence on G′ that results in the removal of the vertices v3, v6, . . . , v3t as well as vn−2, vn−5, . . . , vn+1−3t .
(Note that n ≥ 6t − 1 gives n+ 1− 3t ≥ 3t .) This will be shown using induction.
It is straightforward to see that v3 and vn−2 are corners in G′ dominated by v1 and v0, respectively. Suppose that, for
1 ≤ j < t , the first 2j selections in a retraction sequence for G′ are v3, vn−2, v6, vn−5, . . . , v3j, vn+1−3j. We claim that the
corresponding graph G′′ has v3j+3 and vn+1−3(j+1) as corners. In G′′, v3j+1 is adjacent to every vertex except v3j+2 (since v3j
has been removed). Now v3j+3 is not adjacent to v3j+2 either, so v3j+3 is a corner dominated by v3j+1 in G′′. It can be similarly
shown that vn+1−3(j+1) is dominated by vn+1−3j−1.
Let G′′ be the subgraph of G′ induced on the vertices V (G′′) = V (G′) − {v3j, vn+1−3j|j = 1, 2, . . . , t}. Consider the
pairs P = {(v3j−2, v3j−1), (vn+3−3j, vn+2−3j)|j = 1, 2, . . . , t}. This represents all remaining vi such that 1 ≤ i ≤ 3t or
n+1−3t ≤ i ≤ nwhere v0 = vn. For each vertex vi that is in some pair of P , vi is paired with the one vertex in G′′ to which
it is not adjacent.
Recall that 6t − 1 ≤ n ≤ 6t + 4. If n = 6t − 1, then n+ 1− 3t = 3t and the vertices in the pairs of P represent all the
vertices of G′′. If n = 6t , then n + 1 − 3t = 3t + 1 and so, again, all the vertices of G′′ appear in some pair. Hence, in both
cases, G′′ is a complete graph minus a 1-factor. Therefore, G′′ is not copwin. Hence G 6∈ D .
Now suppose n = 6t + 1. Then n+ 1− 3t = 3t + 2. Hence v3t+1 is in G′′. However, neither v3t nor v3t+2 is in G′′, and so
v3t+1 is adjacent to all the other vertices in G′′. Hence G′′ is copwin. Therefore G ∈ D .
If n = 6t + 2, then n + 1 − 3t = 3t + 3 and exactly two vertices of G′′ do not appear in the pairs of P . They are v3t+1
and v3t+2. Let P ′ = P ∪ {(v3t+1, v3t+2)}. Now P ′ contains every vertex of G′′ in some pair and each vertex is paired with the
one vertex in G′′ to which it is not adjacent. Hence G′′ is a complete graph minus a 1-factor. Hence G′′ is not copwin and so
G 6∈ D .
If n = 6t + 3, there are exactly three vertices, v3t+1, v3t+2 and v3t+3, in G′′ that are not in some pair of P . Now v3t+3 is a
corner in G′′ dominated by v3t+1. Let G′′′ = G′′ − v3t+3. In G′′′ we have pairs P ∪ {(v3t+1, v3t+2)} that contain every vertex of
G′′′ in some pair and each vertex is paired with the one vertex in G′′′ to which it is not adjacent. Hence G 6∈ D .
Finally, let n = 6t + 4. Exactly four vertices of G′′ are not in the pairs: v3t+1, v3t+2, v3t+3 and v3t+4. Note that
3t + 2 = n+ 1− 3(t + 1). So we have that v3t+3 is a corner in G′′ dominated by v3t+1 and v3t+2 is a corner dominated by
v3t+4. Let G′′′ = G′′ − {v3t+2, v3t+3}. Now, in G′′′, both v3t+1 and v3t+4 are adjacent to every other vertex in G′′′. Hence, G′′′ is
copwin and G ∈ D .
Hence Cn, n ≥ 5, is aD graph if and only if n = 6t + 1 or n = 6t + 4, for some positive integer t; that is, n = 3r + 1, for
some positive integer r . 
Theorem 25. Let G be an (n− j− 2)-regular graph, where j ≥ 2. Then G cannot be inD .
Before proving Theorem 25, we require a technical lemma.
If G ∈ D and (n− j− 2)-regular, then there exist good neighbour vertices (otherwise, after adding an edge, there can be
no first retraction) but, by Theorem 23, if any of the good neighbour pairs are non-adjacent, then we must have a K2n minus
a 1-factor, which is not possible since j ≥ 2. Thus all good neighbour pairs have to be adjacent. Thus a good neighbour pair
in G corresponds to a K2,j in G. Note that for a to be retracted to b in G, we require that, in G, a and b be non-adjacent and
that N(b) ⊆ N(a).
Lemma 26. Suppose that G is an (n− j− 2)-regular graph, where j ≥ 2, which is inD . Consider G. If y is in at least q < j+ 1
of the partite sets of size two of some K2,j’s in G, then it must be in j+ 1 of them.
Proof. Since G is (n− j−2)-regular, we note that Gmust be (j+1)-regular. Suppose y is in exactly q of the partite sets of size
two of some K2,j’s. Let y1, . . . , yj+1 be the neighbours of y in G. Note that each K2,j must omit exactly one of y’s neighbours.
Let 1∗, . . . , q∗ be the other elements of the partite sets of size two such thatm∗ is adjacent to all yi except ym. See Fig. 5. All
edges between yi and m∗ exist in G except for the dotted lines. Now consider adding the edge yyq+1 (to G). So yq+1 must
be in a partite set of size two of some K2,j because, otherwise, y is in q + 1 such K2,j’s. So the other element of the partite
set of size two must be a neighbour of all, or all but one, of the m∗ vertices. Since those vertices are adjacent to j currently
labelled vertices, the other vertex must either be some yi or a common neighbour w not yet labelled. If the other element
were some yi, then yq+1 and that yi would have j common neighbours (excluding y since we added the edge yyq+1 to G). This
would imply that they have the same neighbourhood, and so we would have had a corner in the original graph. So letw be
the other element of the partite set of size two. Thusw is adjacent to 1∗, . . . , q∗, and all of those vertices are of degree j+ 1
(that is, we have labelled all of their neighbours). The rest ofw’s neighbours except onemust be adjacent to yq+1, so we shall
call it (q+ 1)∗ (this is a mild abuse of our notation which shall be justified later).
Now consider the graphs that result from adding to G each edge yyi, for q + 1 ≤ i ≤ j + 1. Again we get that yi must
be in a K2,j in G with w and is adjacent to all neighbours of w except one. The neighbour of w to which yi is not adjacent
must be unique for each yi because, otherwise, the yi and yk that shared the common excluded neighbour would be a corner.
Therefore,w’s other neighbours are (q+ 1)∗, . . . , (j+ 1)∗. Thereforew is at maximum degree.
Consider adding the edge yy1 (to G). Now 1∗ can be retracted to y. What is the next retraction? In G, it must be a vertex
of degree j+ 1 retracted to a vertex of degree j (since none of degree j have equal neighbourhoods). Vertices of degree j are
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Fig. 5. Partial construction (in G).
Fig. 6. Full construction (in G).
currently y, yi, for all i, and w. Simple case analysis shows that y1 must be retracted to w (or vice versa), so y1’s neighbours
must be all of w’s except for 1∗, and likewise the edge yyi, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ q, leads us to conclude that yi is adjacent to all
ofw’s neighbours except for i∗ (and hence our notation is justified). See Fig. 6. But now y is in j+ 1 of the partite sets of size
two of some K2,j’s (namely one with eachm∗), a contradiction. 
We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 25.
Proof. Assume G ∈ D and G is (n − j − 2)-regular, where j ≥ 2. So G is (j + 1)-regular. The remainder of the discussion
takes place in G unless otherwise indicated. Let y be a vertex in the partite set of size two of some K2,j in G. By Lemma 26,
we know that y is in j+ 1 such sets.
Let the neighbours of y be y1, . . . , yj+1 and the other elements of the partite sets of size two are 1∗, . . . , (j+ 1)∗, where
m∗ is adjacent to all yi except for ym. Currently each vertex m∗ has degree j. Suppose the other neighbour of 1∗ is w. But
now 1∗ is in at least one partite set of size two of a K2,j and so, by Lemma 26, is in j + 1 of them. Therefore, every subset
of j neighbours of 1∗ are in a K2,j. So consider the subset of edges of size j obtained by excluding the edge {1∗, yj+1}. Now
the other vertex of the partite set of size two for this particular K2,j must be a neighbour of y2, . . . , yj and w. It cannot be y
since y 6∼ w, so it must be an m∗ vertex. The only possibility is (j + 1)∗. Thus (j + 1)∗ ∼ w. By considering the remaining
possible j subsets, we see thatwmust be adjacent to all of the ∗ vertices. But now every vertex that is currently labelled has
the correct degree. Again we are in the situation depicted by Fig. 6.
Now consider adding the edge yy1 to G. The first retraction is 1∗ → y. The second retraction is either y∗1 → w or vice
versa. But now every labelled vertex has degree j in G. Since none of the adjacency lists are identical, there can be no further
retractions within our labelled vertices and, if there are any other vertices in our graph, any retraction taking place now
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could have taken place before the addition of the edge. Thus, we cannot proceed any further with our retractions. But this
contradicts the assumption that G ∈ D . 
The proof of Theorem 20 now follows directly.
Proof. Let G ∈ D and let G be k-regular. If G is (n−1)-regular, it is complete and hence not inD . If G is (n−2)-regular, then
it is a complete graphminus a 1-factor, which is inD by Lemma 22. If it is (n−3)-regular, then it is Cn, where n = 3k+1 for
some k ≥ 2 by Theorem 24, which is inD . If it is (n− j−2)-regular, where j ≥ 2, then it cannot be inD by Theorem 25. 
4. Further research
We conclude with some open problems.
Problem 1. What can be said about the edge criticality of products of graphs (under various graph products) in terms of the
criticality of the factors?
Problem 2. Define a graph to be vertex critical if its copnumber changes from 2 to 1 (consider a four cycle, for example) (or
from 1 to 2) when any vertex is deleted. What can be said about the structure of such graphs?
Problem 3. What can be said about the structure of graphs whose copnumbers change from k to k+ 1 (or from k+ 1 to k),
k > 1, when any edge is added, deleted, subdivided or contracted?
We note that this final problem is likely quite challenging since, as noted in the Introduction, although an elimination
order characterization of k-copwin graphs G is known, it is not an ordering of the vertices of G as in the one cop case.
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